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ABSTRACT
The paper presents a process of semi-automatic literature mapping
of a comprehensive set of participatory design studies between
2006-2016. The data of 2939 abstracts were collected from 14 academic search engines and databases. With the presented method,
we were able to identify six education-related clusters of PD articles. Furthermore, we point out that the identified clusters cover
the majority of education-related words in the whole data. This
is the first attempt to systematically map the participatory design
literature. We argue that by continuing our work, we can help to
perceive a coherent structure in the body of PD research.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Information systems → Clustering; Clustering and classification; • Human-centered computing → Participatory design; •
Computing methodologies → Natural language processing;
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1

INTRODUCTION

The number of published scientific articles is increasing with high
pace and new publication venues, such as journals, conferences,
and open access archives, are emerging [19, 28]. To base research
on existing body of knowledge, researchers use academic search
engines and databases, such as ACM Digital Library. However, the
problem is that there is no single search engine that would cover
all different publication venues. Consequently, staying up to date
with all published research has become arduous.
This problem accumulates in interdisciplinary fields, such as participatory design (PD). The domains, where PD is carried out, have
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extended from mere offices to schools, hospitals, and other contexts.
Consequently, Participatory Design Conference proceedings represent only a fraction of all PD research and a vast amount of research
is published in discipline-specific journals and conferences. Thus,
researchers need to use several search engines and go through a
large number of studies. This raises a question: could computational
methods assist researchers in mapping previous knowledge and
locating relevant literature?
This paper describes the process of a semi-automatic literature
mapping and demonstrates the applicability of our method. First,
we built a comprehensive set of all PD literature, that is published
between 2006-2016, by systematically collecting studies from 14
different search engines and databases. Then, we conducted a semiautomatic mapping, similarly to the approach in Nieminen et al.
[21], of this set of PD studies. We applied unsupervised learning
to automatically find a division of topics and a thematic structure
in a body of literature. Although, preprocessing the article dataset,
determining the number of article clusters in recursive clustering,
and interpreting the article clusters were done semi-automatically
by the authors. To demonstrate the applicability of our method, we
scrutinised the clusters to identify education related PD literature.
In addition, we analysed the proportions of education-related words
within these clusters. With our method, we managed to identify six
education related clusters that covered the majority of educationrelated words.
This is the first attempt to systematically map PD research literature. For example, Halskov and Hansen [14, p.83] focused on
Participatory Design Conference proceedings between 1990-2012.
Nunes et al. [22, p.408] focused on IEEE and ACM databases. In
line with Halskov and Hansen [14], we propose that systematic
mapping of PD literature provides better understanding of where,
how, and why PD has been carried out. This helps PD adjuncts to
build more solid bases for their work by locating relevant studies
and serving as a pre-stage for the actual literature review. For this,
our study is an encouraging step. However, we remind that the
quality, or relevance to a certain topic, of individual studies should
not be based solely on the mapping. Instead, the method is useful
when perceiving structure in a large amount of studies.

2 METHOD
2.1 Data Collection
The data collection took place in January 2017 and encompassed 14
databases: ACM Digital library, Bielefeld Academic Search Engine,
EBSCOhost Research Databases, ERIC Institute of Education Sciences search, IEEE Xplore Digital library, JSTOR, ProQuest, SAGE
Journals, ScienceDirect, Scopus, SpringerLink, Taylor and Francis
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Online, Wiley Online Library, and Thomson Reuters Web of Science. Criteria for database selection were the possibility to 1) export
multiple references, 2) export references in Mendeley supported
format, and 3) include abstracts in meta data. Thus, we excluded
Google Scholar, Semantic Scholar, and CiteSeerX.
From the selected databases, we extracted references where title, abstract, or keywords contained keyword pair "participatory
design", publication year was between 2006-2016, and publication
type was either journal or conference article. We excluded book
chapters, reports, reviews, theses, lectures, and patents, if it was
possible in the search engine.
We combined the references in Mendeley to build a PD reference
database. First, we removed the references that were obviously
faulty, such as references with only empty meta-information. We
inspected all references to ensure that the needed metadata (title,
abstract, author, year, and publication venue) were included. If the
reference had missing fields, we retrieved them manually. If it was
not possible to retrieve the missing metadata with any of the search
engines, we removed the reference. Some journals, such as MIT
Design Issues, did not provide abstracts in meta data, but we could
retrieve them from full texts.
We removed initial duplicates with the Mendeley’s "Check for
Duplicates" tool. We found that the tool cannot identify a duplicate,
if an author’s name is written with non-latin characters in one
reference and with latin characters in another. We resolved these
cases manually. After the duplicates were removed, the database
consisted of 2939 articles.

2.2

Data processing

We exported the references as a single RIS file, which is a standard tag format by Research Information Systems. We exported
the file to our preprocessor, which splits the titles and abstracts
of each reference into words around whitespace boundaries and
converts the words to lowercase. We removed the common English language stopwords by using the default English stopwords
of the Natural Language Tool Kit (NLTK) corpus and stemmatised
the words with NLTK Snowball stemmer [7]. The data contained
310013 non-stopword stems, of which 10194 were unique. Hereby,
we refer to the word stem simply as word.
The top ten frequent words in data were: design (12826), participatori (4177), use (3660), user (3468), develop (3280), process (2713),
research (2525), particip (2330), paper (2142), and system (2073). As
can be seen, manual addition of stopwords was needed to guide
the algorithm to produce clusters based on the content words, not
on the format. Thus, we removed the words from the query string
(participatory design): design (12826), participatori (4177), particip
(2330), part (376), pd (844), redesign (100), and codesign (54). We also
removed 1515 words based on the knowledge that they are typical
research parlance and have no discriminative power, such as: use
(1480), develop (1282), paper (1251), process (1155), user (1130), studi
(979), research (949), approach (892), base (848), and method (774).
After adding the manual stopwords, the word matrix was ready for
clustering the abstracts.
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2.3

Data clustering

Clustering means unsupervised classification of observations into
groups with a twofold aim: observations within a cluster should be
similar to each other, and dissimilar to observations in other clusters
[16]. There are various clustering methods and approaches, such
as density-based, probabilistic, grid-based, and spectral clustering
[1]. The most common clustering methods are hierarchical and
prototype-based clustering, of which the basic form of hierarchical
clustering is not scalable to the large volume of data because of
the pairwise distance matrix requirement [32]. Moreover, many
clustering algorithms, including the hierarchical clustering, can
produce clusters of arbitrary shape in the data space, which is
difficult or even impossible to interpret [25]. Thus, we avoided any
dimension reduction technique (see [21]), and used a prototypebased clustering method with a global distance measure to identify
groups of similar documents. When each cluster is characterised by
a prototypical document, the cluster centroid, it is straightforward
to determine a set of most typical documents of a cluster, closest to
the centroid, for analysis and interpretation.
Well-known iterative relocation algorithms, most prominently
the classical K-means [16, 20], approach clustering in two main
steps: i) initial generation of K prototypes, ii) local search (refinement) of the initial prototypes. In general, initial prototypes should
be well separated from each other without being outliers [16, 18].
Lately, the K-means++ algorithm [4], where the random initialisation is based on a density function favouring distinct prototypes,
has become the most popular variant. However, because the search
phase of these algorithms is locally exploitative, they need repeated
restarts in initial prototype regeneration to address global exploration of the best clustering structure [15].
Each document is represented as a bag-of-words (BOW) vector
with the number of occurrences of each stemmed word. Because
the analysed documents arised from titles, abstracts, and keywords
of the articles, we used the so-called inverse document frequency
(idf) transformation [6] with the scaling function log(N /d f ), where
N denotes the number of documents and d f the overall word frequency. Even when such scaling changes the original data type of
integers into real numbers, we still had a strictly discrete set of
values with uniform quantization error [26]. Hence, we used the
l 1 /Cityblock distance, favorable compared in [11], as the distance
function and to define the clustering error criterion. This means
that we used as the actual clustering algorithm the K-medians++,
which is an initialization strategy with the l 1 -distance for the density function [4], and median as the document subset prototype
within each cluster.
After few initial tests, we noticed the need for recursive application of the document clustering. This was suggested in [29] and
successfully used for other application of clustering with c. 500
000 observations by [27]. We hypothesised that this is due to the
different shapes and scales of document clusters, as illustrated in [5,
Figure 5]. Similarly to the dimension reduction approach in [21], we
re-applied the idf -scaling at each level of recursive clustering and
removed the non-informative words with at most one occurrence
within the analysed subset of documents. For the original document
set, we had occurrences of 8672 words, which were then reduced
to 4760 words of at least two occurrences. During the course of
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Algorithm 1 Hierarchical application of prototype-based document clustering
Input: Set of documents with bag-of-words encoding.
Output: Set of prototypes and cluster labels for different refinement levels,
through
1: Remove words with at most one instance and apply idf -scaling.
2: Cluster the current document set using K-medians++ with 1000 restarts
for K = 2, . . . , 10. Check CVAIs and select number of clusters according to the recommendation by one or more cluster indices.
3: Recursively recluster those document clusters which contain more than
300 documents.

recursive clustering, we fixed the threshold of 300 documents as
the minimum size of a cluster, which was exposed to refinement.
In an unsupervised clustering scenario, the number of clusters (K)
is unknown and needs to be estimated. The quality of the clustering
result can be measured with the so-called Clustering Validation
Indices (CVAI), which can be divided into three categories [32]:
internal, external, and relative. Internal CVAIs, which do not utilise
any external knowledge, typically measure the compactness and
separation of clusters. To estimate the number of clusters, we used
suggestions from the l 1 -distance modified set of the best internal
CVAIs, as identified in the tests in [15, 17]: K times the clustering
error (kCE) [17], Wemmert-Ganciarsky (WG) [12, 13], Ray-Turi (RT)
[24], Calinski-Harabasz (CH) [10], and Pakhira-BandyopadhyayMaulik (PBM) [23]. As an example, CH and RT suggested six clusters
for the original document set.
The experiments were carried out in the Matlab-environment, by
using the available kmeans clustering algorithm with the ‘Cityblock’
distance and 1000 repetitions. The overall document clustering
method is summarised in Algorithm 1.

2.4

Duplicate identification

After the clustering, we assessed the BOW representation of the
documents to identify possible duplicates. We studied the closest
document match of the first 100 documents with the Euclidean
distance by manually checking whether this was a duplicate. In
this way, we detected the first three duplicates, along with their
distances to the ’host’ document. We used the maximum of these
distances, 3.5, as the basis of threshold 3.6 when scanning through
all 2939 documents. If we detected a document, of which the distance was less or equal than the threshold, we checked manually
both the titles and the abstracts of such documents.
Even when we had used the Mendeley duplicate removal tool
in data collection stage, we now identified 86 duplicates. Majority
of duplicates occurred because two different search engines had
exported titles in a slightly different form. Another source of difference, that was not detected by Mendeley but revealed here, was that
the title or abstract of the same article was written in two different
languages. However, and slightly alarmingly, we identified cases
where the same abstract, or almost the same, was used in a different
article, such as: [2] and [3], [8] and [9], [30] and [31].

3

FINDINGS

Figure 1 shows an overview of the total number of 53 clusters and
49 unique articles on 21 refinement levels. The clusters are marked
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as boxes, where the number represents the size of a cluster (number
of articles). The clusters containing more than 300 articles, and thus
chosen for re-clustering, are emphasised with bold lines. Unique
articles, that were not assigned to any cluster, are emphasised with
dotted lines. The clusters that are vertically aligned belong to the
same refinement level. For example, clustering of the original document set provided six clusters of sizes 141, 123, 1984, 125, 103, and
377, of which the third and the sixth were reclustered.

3.1

Education-related clusters

Interpretation of document clusters was based on interactive expert
analysis of the most frequent words and the most representative
documents. First we assessed the 20 most common words of a cluster, how much of the total occurrences in the whole document set
they cover (in percentages). Then, similarly to the BOW duplicate
detection, we scanned through the titles, abstracts, and keywords
of ten documents in the cluster, closest to the cluster prototype. In
this way, out of the whole set, we identified six clusters related to
the joint theme of PD in education (Table 1).

3.2

Word portions of education-related clusters

The preprocessor provided a list of all words in the data, sorted
from the highest frequency to the lowest. From this list, we selected
education related words with the frequency of 30 or higher. Table
2 presents these words (Word), word frequency in the whole data
(Freq), and number of articles that include the word at least once
(AF). Then, the table displays the word portions of all six education
related clusters. The number shows how many percentages the
cluster covers from the total word frequency. Thus, the final column
(Total) shows how many percents the six education related clusters
cover from total frequency all together.

4

DISCUSSION

Due to the restricted space of a short paper, this study concentrated
on demonstrating the semi-automatic clustering method for the systematic literature mapping of PD studies. In the future, we provide
more detailed analysis of the clusters and the most representative
articles. Furthermore, we analyse articles that the algorithm could
not assign to any cluster, because they may represent some exceptional studies in PD field. In addition, we provide an access to
the collected literature by implementing a web interface that uses
Mendeley API 1 .
The main challenge of the systematic mapping was that data
collection stage took a lot of manual work. This was due to the
faced usability problems in the used academic search engines. For
illustration: ACM Digital Library did not provide abstracts when
exporting multiple references, so we copied them manually. In
EBSCOhost, references needed to be moved to a folder (50 at a time)
and downloaded, with a limit of 150 references at a time. In JSTOR,
references needed to be selected by clicking a checkbox, one by one,
and then exported. To overcome this kind of defiencies, academic
search engines should improve and standardise their database metainformation fields, search protocols, and exporting features.
1 Mendeley

API: http://dev.mendeley.com, retrieved 15.1.2018
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Figure 1: Cluster map
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Table 1: PD in education clusters
Cluster

Articles

Journal / conference

Name

EDU 1
EDU 2
EDU 3
EDU 4
EDU 5
EDU 6

141
125
60
66
28
195

79 / 62
59 / 66
29 / 31
38 / 28
18 / 10
100 / 95

PD in learning, learning technology including edugames, and learning environment design
Designing with children and for children (also with special needs)
Game design and gaming in design
Teaching PD and PD in learning design
PD with students and for educational activities
Educational and assistive technology design

Table 2: Word portions of the PD in education clusters
Word

Freq

AF

EDU 1

EDU 2

EDU 3

EDU 4

EDU 5

EDU 6

Total

learn
educ
student
school
teacher
teach
learner
classroom
instruc
pedagog
curriculum
pedagogi

1372
814
791
418
390
172
138
115
120
45
42
30

590
392
265
184
151
101
70
55
64
33
30
24

55.4
16.8
24.9
16.3
38.8
27.9
56.3
36.9
32.2
42.2
26.2
42.9

5.4
5.4
0.8
15.3
7.1
1.2
3.7
5.8
2.5
13.3
0.0
3.6

1.7
3.3
1.8
4.1
4.5
4.2
2.2
1.0
3.4
4.4
7.1
0.0

4.3
13.2
41.3
10.5
11.6
19.4
5.2
12.6
11.9
8.9
11.9
3.6

0.6
9.0
1.7
4.8
2.4
1.2
1.5
8.7
2.5
0.0
4.8
0.0

4.2
12.4
5.1
8.2
9.2
6.1
4.4
6.8
2.5
15.6
0.0
0.0

71.6
60.1
75.6
59.2
73.6
60.0
73.3
71.8
55.0
84.4
50.0
50.1

Mean

370.6

163.3

34.7

5.4

3.2

12.9

3.1

6.2

65.4

PD Literature Mapping
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